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Atelier Muse in collaboration with Galeri BU Art Gallery is happy to announce, that applications
for our Winter-Spring ’18 Artist Residency Program, are now being accepted! “Tell me about luck”
is this residency program’s theme and we invite artists from various disciplines to take part
and search for an answer to one of the most asked questions in the human history.
We invite contemporary artists to take a moment and reflect on what “luck” really
is and through artistic expression show how do they understand the concept and make luck
a reality. We aim on bringing their definitions and comprehension of luck together to find
the answer.
Atelier Muse Residency Program aims to provide a great opportunity for foreign artists to get
the glimpse of Istanbul, a city which inspires and amazes. With its rich culture and history,
multicultural society and a productive artistic community, Istanbul, a city both Asian
and European, without a doubt is the best place to get stimulated and creative. We aim
on building a bridge between cultures and together with the artists connect through art.
During the Residency Program we expect to host artists from disciplines of Performance,
New Media Arts or Installation. Program offers Galeri BU art studio as workspace to create
and exhibit or perform their art pieces as well as accommodation, publicity and networking
events with local society and artists and art world and artist assistance. Residency period varies
between 2 weeks and 3 months and the deadline for applications is November 19, 2017.
For more information and application form visit our website: www.ateliermuse.org
ATELIER MUSE
Atelier Muse is a creative and innovative initiative, which has been established by Müge Olacak
in order to put signature under the modernity with its genuine methods and projects. We have been
created by shouldering a special mission as banding projects of partners together, bringing
interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral new approaches and producing boutique projects in relation
to the character of corporations or individuals. Atelier Muse adopts a global and collaborative point
of view with partners who shares the same vision as to be present in life and take active
responsibility to make it better through art.
GALERI BU
Located in Galata, a historic part of Istanbul, Galeri BU is a work, performance and exhibition space
for artists taking part in our Residency Programs. Galeri BU was established by artist Umut Yalım
in February 2012 in Galata. It has a very wide spectrum that welcomes all artists, alongside the young

talents so that it creates a rich perspective. Galeri BU, is neither a beginning or an end; it is the
process. Galeri BU is not a venue that was shaped without any influences, it was formed through the
artists and individuals who were involved with the Galery.
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